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INVARIANTSAND ASYMPTOTICBEHAVIOR
OF SOLUTIONS OF A CONSERVATIONLAW
TAI-PING LIU1
Abstract. We study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of the initial value
problem for a conservation law u, + fiu)x = 0. It is assumed that the initial
data agrees with the Riemann data for \x\ large. We show that the solution
approaches that of the corresponding Riemann problem at algebraic rates.

We consider the initial value problem for single conservation laws

u, +f(u)x=

0,

t > 0, -oo < x < oo,

u(x, 0) = u0(x),

—oo < x < oo,

(1)
(2)

where/is a smooth function of u, u = u(x, t). In this paper we will consider
piecewise continuous weak solutions of (1). Across a discontinuity x = x(t),
the solution satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot condition (R-H) and the entropy
condition (E), [8],
(R-H) x'(t) = o(u_,u+),
(E) a(u_, u+) < a(u_, u) for all u between u_ and u+,
where u = u(±x(t), t) and a(ux, u2) is the shock speed defined as
"(""

^

'

ux-u2

■

An easy consequence of condition (E) is the following shock inequalities

X+ = /'("+)

< a(u_, u+) < f(u_)

= X_.

(3)

We will investigate the solution u(x, t) of (1), (2) when the initial data
satisfy

Í u,

for x < - 5/2,

"0(X)=U

forx>S/2,

(4)

for some constants u¡, ur and S, S > 0. For the asymptotic behavior and
invariants of solutions when u¡ = ur, see Dafermos [1], DiPerna [2], Keyfitz
[5] and Lax [6], [7]. Our results overlap with some of the recent results of

Dafermos [9].
When ur > u¡, we set
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p(t)

= min f
x

(u(y, t) - u,) dy,

J - OO

q(t) = max
X

f

JX

(u(y, t) - ur) dy.

(5)
Theorem 1. (i)p'(t) > Oandq'(t) < 0,
(ii)p'(r) = p = constant and q(t) = a = constant iff" > 0.

Proof. The following function is defined independently of the path of
integration because of (1):

cp(x,t) = f(x'!) (u(x, t) - u,) dx- (f(u(x, t)) - f(u,)) dt.

(6)

J( - oo,0)

It follows easily that m satisfies

*' +

u-u,

^ = °-

W

From (5) and (6), we havep(f) = min^tpix, /). Suppose that the minimum at
time t = t0 takes place at x = x0. We draw a curve x through (x0, t0) with
a"í

m(x, í) - u,

We note that <p= constant along x according to (7). Thus to prove (i) we
need only to show that x is defined for t E(t0 — e, r0) for some e > 0.
Similarly to prove (ii) we have to show that when /" > 0, x is defined for
t G (tQ — e, tQ + e) for some e > 0. Thus we need only treat the case where u
is not continuous at (x0, t0). When /" > 0, this cannot be the case because u
decreases from left to right across a discontinuity by virtue of (3). This proves
(ii) forp(/). In the general case, if x is not defined for t E [t0 — e, t0), then

f(u_)-f(u,)

J(u+)-f(u,)

«_-«,

<*("-'»+)<

u+-u¡

(9)

where u± = u(x0 ± 0, t). It is easy to see that (9) contradicts the entropy
condition (E). This proves (i) for p(t). The proof for q(t) is analogous.

Q.E.D.
In what follows we always assume that /" ^ 0. For definiteness, we assume

that
f"(u)>0

for all«.

(10)

It follows from (1) that u is constant along the characteristic curve dx/dt =
X(x, t), X = f'(u). Thus characteristic curves are straight lines. A generalized
characteristic curve, [3], is a Lipschitz continuous curve with characteristic on
shock speeds. Through (0, - 5/2) and (0, S/2) we draw generalized
characteristics X\- x = x¡(t) and Xi- x = xr(t), respectively. We note that
when /"(«) 7e 0, the solution does not contain centered rarefaction wave
except perhaps when í = 0. Thus Xi and \i are wen defined and u(x, t) = u,
(ur) when x > x,(t) (<

xr(t)).
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Theorem 2. // ur < u¡, then there exists t0, t0 > 0, such that for t > t0, the
solution uix, t) of il), (2) is of the form:

uix, t) =

[u,

forx-ot<

x0,

[ur

for x — at > x0,

where o = aiu¡, ur) and

1

rN I Ur + u,

v

s

*°= ¡F^ LN\ ~1~ -"oWJ dX> N>2Proof.

Let us set u+(t) = u(x,(t) + 0, /), u~it) = u(xr(t) - 0, /) and

X±it) = f(u±(t)).
speeds, we have

Since Xi and Xi propagate with shock or characteristic

D'(t) = *,'(/) - x,{t) - o(u~, ur) - a(u„ u + )

(11)

which, according to (E) and (14), lies between X~ — X+ and \ —X¡. Thus it
follows from the mean value theorem that for some 9 E (0, 1),

D'(t) < 0(X- -A +) + (l -0)i\-X,).

(12)

Through ix¡it) + 0, /) and (jcr(0 - 0, t) we draw characteristics backward in
time. These characteristics do not meet shock waves because of (3). Thus they
are straight lines with speeds X± and meet t = 0 between Xi and Xi- Thus we
have

D(t)<[X-(t)-X

+ (t)]t.

The above estimate and (12) imply that

D(t)<{D(l)-(\-Xy

+ (Xr-Xl)t.

(13)

Thus D(t) = 0 for / large. It remains to find x0. Take K sufficiently large so
that u(x, t) = ur for x — at = K. It is easy to see from (1) and (R-H) that
/K+at

(u - u,) dx

-oo

is time invariant.

For t > t0, tj(í) = (ur — u¡)(K — x0). Equating this with

tj(0) we obtain the value of xQ. Q.E.D.
A generalized N-wave is a rarefaction bracketed by two shock waves:

N (x, t; p, q; u„ ur) =

u,

for x - X,t < --tj-2pf"(u,)t

ur

forx - \t >y¡2qf"(u/)t ,

m(|)

otherwise,

,
(14)

where «(£) is the unique value of u with

X(i) =/'("(£))=

Í

i = x/t.

(15)

Theorem 4. Suppose that u(x, t) is the solution of (I), (2) and ur > u¡. Then

for p, q of (6) and N(x,t) = N(x; t,p,q;
f"(u(x, ?)), we have

u„ «,) of (15), A = max(;c,)
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(i) The edges of N and u have finite distance for all t, i.e.

x,(t) - (V -V-2p/"(«,)/ )| +\xr(t) - (\t +Í2qf"(ur)t )| = 0(S),
(ii) \u(x, t) — N(x, t)\ < A~xSt~x for any x that lies between
xnax[x,(t),X,t

(iii)

|»(x,

-yj-2pf"(u,)t

f) -

\,t - ^ - 2pf"(u¡)t

N(x,

)

and

min(xr(i),

\t

+yJ2qf"(ur)t

for

x

between

t)\ = 0(S)t~x/1

or between xr(t) and Xrt + }J2qf"(ur)t

),

x,

and

,

(iv) u(x, t) = N(x, t) if x lies outside the regions of (ii) and (iii),

where X, = /'(«/), K = /'(",-) and X(x, t) = f'(u(x, t)) etc.
Proof. Given any (x, t), x,(t) < x < xr(t) and u continuous at (x, t), we
may construct a characteristic curve backward in time through (x, t). This
curve does not intersect Xi or X2 and thus meets t = 0 between x = - 5/2

and x = 5/2, and
x/t -f'(u(x,

t)) < S/t

îoxx,(t) < x < xr(t).

(16)

It follows from this and (15) that for (jc, r) in the region of (ii):

f'(N(x,t))-f'(u(x,t))<

S/t,

(17)

whence (ii) follows easily.
By the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1, the minimum of (5)
must take place at x = x*(t) where u(x*(t), t) = u¡ and thus from (16) we
have
/x

(u(s, t) — u¡) ds = Ir x*(i) (u(i, t) — u,) ds,
-00

•'*,(/)

0(5)

x* = tX, + —^—- .
'
t
By Taylor expansion we have

and so it follows from (16) that

/V«>OTr'f
Jx,(t)

1

/£

)

t

)

[ f (u,)\

^

dx

(x,(t)- X,tf
-2f"(u,)t

+0<<S^XM - tX>)rX+ o(S)rl,

-2pf"(u/)t = (x,(t) - X,tf+ 0(S)(x,(t) - tX,)+ 0(S)t~x.

(18)

It follows from this last estimate that x,(t) - X,t is 0(tx/2), and thus if p ¥= 0,

then X,t — x,(t) ¥=0 for t large and
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oiS)[x,it) - tx,] + r'

v - xl{t)= - V^w

+ v_J¿(0 + 1.¿rw

= -y/-2pf"(Ul)t

+0(S).

When /? = 0, we see directly from (18) that the above estimate holds. This
proves the first half of (i), the second half is proved in a similar way.
Statement (iii) is an easy consequence of (i) and estimate (16). Finally, since
u(x, t) and N(x, t) are both either u, or ur outside the regions of (ii) and (iii),

(iv) followstrivially. Q.E.D.
The following corollary is a direct consequence of the above theorem.
Corollary.

// u, = ur, then

(i)

!«(*, t) - N(x, t)\\L= o(s)[rx/2

+ r1+"*],

i > o.

Remark. We note \\N(x,t)\\L¡ = 0(t~x/2+x/2i) which is larger than
0(t~x/1 + t~x+i/2) when t large. It follows that there exists no other L, time
invariants of the solution besides p and q. In general, when ur > u,, p and q
are two L^-invariants of the solution:
p =

lim { miniu(x,

1—»+ 00 y-

x

t) - u,)},
1

q=

lim { max(«(x:, t) — «,)).

/—» + O0 *•

x

)

We finally remark that although we carry out our analysis for piecewise
continuous solutions, by applying our techniques to approximate solutions of
difference schemes we can easily prove our theorem for solutions in more
general function spaces.
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